FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

New Source for Cool Environmental, Health and Safety Mobile Apps
The popular web site EHSfreeware.com now includes a comprehensive resource on mobile apps for
environmental, health and safety.
March 21, 2013, Colonial Beach, VA — Looking for an app for your smart phone to identify hazardous
substances? Or perhaps you'd like to participate in environmental research or find out what's in that
truck traveling next to you on the highway? These are only a few of the environmental, health and
safety (EH&S) apps that you can now find on EHSfreeware.com.
Mobile apps available on EHSfreeware include tools to:
• Help you do your EH&S job - including auditing, safety analyses, and environmental
monitoring;
• Understand the environment around you;
• Share photos and information about the air, water, weather, and nature;
• Report violators of environmental laws; and
• Help you learn how to become more "green" and stay safe.
Most of the available apps run on an iPhone or Android operating system. A few are available for
Blackberry and Windows.
Donley Technology provides this comprehensive resource, at no cost to the user with support from
some of the most dedicated EH&S software developers: The Wercs Ltd, 3E Company, Actio
Corporation, Knowledgeware Communications Corporation, and Sullivan International Group, Inc.
“Mobile apps are impacting our professional and personal lives and opening up new possibilities in the
ways we work and live,” said Elizabeth Donley, President of Donley Technology. "In addition to being
able to enter data while on the move, the primary advantage that mobile apps offer is that you can
automatically add photos and location information to the data you gather. This brings a new dimension
to the value of the information gathered and opens up data gathering to the public at large.”
“Check out the cool apps on EHSfreeware and see what they can do for you or how you can help
protect your environment.”
About Donley Technology: Donley Technology has been analyzing and reporting on the environmental,
health and safety software industries and market since 1988. In addition to EHSfreeware, Donley
Technology publishes EH&S Software News, the only newsletter devoted exclusively to the EH&S
software industry and market.
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